As it is known, the bound muon of a muonic atom can participate in many electroweak processes as the allowed channels of the ordinary ^""-capture by the atomic nucleus, μ~ •+-(A, Z) -» (A,Z -l) + ν β , and the muon decay in orbit, μ~ -» e~ + υ μ · +v e , as well as the exotic channels of the muon-to-electron, μ~ + (A, Z) -> (.A, Z)* + e~, and muon-to-positron, μ~ + (A, Ζ) -» (A, Ζ -2) + e + , conversions. The latter reactions have not been seen by experiments up to now, but they are predicted by various extensions of the standard model (they violate the flavor and/or lepton quantum numbers).
